MRI as indicator of pulmonary tuberculosis activity: from morphological to molecular level assessment - a case report.
We present the case of an adult patient with active post-primary pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) and discuss specific morphological and textural aspects found at high-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the lung. The 42-year-old man, heavy smoker, undertook a routine employment medical examination and was admitted to a referral pulmonology and TB center due to the abnormal findings seen on his chest radiography. The patient presented nonspecific symptoms, bilateral bronchial breath at pulmonary auscultation, inflammatory syndrome on the laboratory blood tests and positive sputum smears for acid-fast bacilli, which together with the typical aspect on the chest radiography lead to a diagnosis of post-primary pulmonary TB and administration of specific medication. To exclude a possible lung cancer and to reevaluate the extent of the disease, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging of the lung were performed. The magnetic resonance examination showed, with an accuracy similar to that of computed tomography, the morphology of active post-primary parenchymal TB lesions, as depicted on the T2-weighted acquisition. Moreover, the T1-weighted sequence using iterative decomposition allowed the assessment of both lipid and caseous pneumonia. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported case to assess post-primary pulmonary TB using high field MRI equipment, with an analysis from a morphological to a molecular level. By using a fast two-sequence protocol, both morphological, through T2-weighted acquisition, and textural information such as fat content, using dedicated T1-weighted sequence, can be obtained.